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Abstract 
The discrete autoregressive and minification stationary time series models discussed by Little- 
john (1992a) are generalized to model marginal distributions which have perturbations at the 
origin. The reversibility theorem relating these processes with geometric marginal distribution is 
extended to the case where the marginal distribution has geometric tail. 
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reversed time series 
1. Introduction 
Daley (1996) showed that for independent random variables (r.v.‘s) U and V, 
min(U, V) and (U - V)+ are independent in four possible cases, two of which cover 
degeneracies, while the third pertains when U and V are distributed on the positive 
half-line, and the fourth is that U and V are distributed on the same lattice (taken to 
be the non-negative integers) such that for i = 1,2,. . . 
P{U = 0) = (1 -a), P{U = i} = a(1 - rr)rt-‘, 
P{V=O}=(l-b), P{V=i}=fi(l-fI)fI-‘, 
(1) 
for 0 < x < 1,060 < 1, and 0 < a,P<l satisfying 
(1 - c$)/(l - 710) = (1 - a)/(1 - n). (2) 
Littlejohn ( 1992a) introduced discrete minification processes and used Daley’s ( 1996) 
result to show that the discrete minification process and the discrete first-order autore- 
gression of McKenzie (1986) are mutually time reversed if and only if they have 
common marginal geometric distribution. This was analogous to the result of Chernick 
et al. ( 1988), who showed that the autoregression of Gaver and Lewis ( 1980) and the 
minification process of Tavares (1980) are mutually time reversed if and only if they 
have common marginal exponential distribution. 
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Littlejohn (1994) then used the full range of Daley’s third condition to generalize 
Chernick et al. (1988) to cover marginal exponential tailed distributions, where the 
tail of a non-negative r.v. refers throughout to the positive part of its sample space, 
excluding only the origin. Here we generalize the discrete autoregression of McKenzie 
(1986) and the discrete minification process of Littlejohn (1992a), and exploit the 
full range of Daley’s fourth condition to generalize Littlejohn’s (1992a) reversibility 
theorem relating these processes. This would appear to complete the set of reversibility 
results which can be derived from Daley’s theorem. 
We write GT(p, 4) for the distribution of a geometric tailed r.v. G such that P{ G = 
0) = p + 44, P{G = i} = (1 - 4)pq’, i=1,2 ,... with O<p<l,q=l-p,-p/q < 
4 < 1. Note that U at (2) is a GT( 1 - rc, 1 - a/rc) r.v. This reparametrization will 
simplify later expressions. We also write Ber(p) for the distribution of a Bernoulli 
r.v. B with prob(B = 1) = p = 1 -prob(B = 0), 0 < p < 1. When {X,,} is a stationary 
sequence of r.v.‘s, we suppose they have common distribution equal to that of X; 
when X is distributed on the non-negative integers we denote its probability generat- 
ing function (p.g.f.) by Px(z) and its alternate p.g.f. by Gx(z) = Px( 1 - z),O<z d 1. 
The first-order Markovian series {&} and {Yn} are mutually time reversed when 
{Z-IX,) d{Y,, m-t>. 
2. Discrete autoregressive processes 
2.1. The general case 
A random coefficient stationary first-order autoregression {Xn} for discrete r.v.‘s, 
analogous to Eq. (5) of Littlejohn (1994) for continuous r.v.‘s, is specified by 
A-n =p*zn-,x,-,+5,, 0 < p < 1, (3) 
where p *X = Cf=, Bi with Bi independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Ber(p) r.v.‘s, 
and the {&} and {In_,} are sequences of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with I,_, ,Xn-r and &, mutually 
independent; the I,_, are Ber( 1 - $) r.v.‘s. When $ = 0 this is the discrete autore- 
gression of McKenzie (1986). Just as the p* operation of McKenzie (1986) defines 
“thinning”, we refer to the operation p *I as “zero enhanced thinning”, since relatively 
more mass goes to zero than for thinning. 
The innovation distribution has alternate p.g.f. given by 
G&l = Gx(z)l(IcI + (1 - KEY>> 
the bivariate probability distribution for contiguous observations is given by 
P{Xt = i,,Xl = i2) = $P{Xl = i,}P{& = i2) 
min(il,iz) . 
+(1 - $) C (7 )( 1 - p)” -j&P{Xt = ir}P{tz = i2 - j} 
j=O 
(4) 
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with the bivariate alternate p.g.f. factorizing to 
GLY&,z~) = 
G&2)($ GIG > + (1 - $)G&I + ~2 - ~1~2 1 
($ + (1 - ICIKXPZ~)) 
1 
so that Corr(Xt ,X2) = p( 1 - $). These expressions may be compared with those of 
Section 2 of Littlejohn (1992a). 
2.2. The geometric tailed autoregression 
When the marginal distribution to (3) is GT(p,4), with alternate p.g.f. given by 
P + 442 Gx(z) = ~ 
PS-F ’ 
we refer to the process as GTAR( 1). Then 
Gt(z) = P + 49 P + P9Z 
p+qz p+Tqz’ 
where r = p( II/ + (1 - $)4). Thus the innovations can be represented as the sum of a 
GT(p, p) T.v. and an independent GT(p/(p + qT), 4/z) T.v., provided that 4 <r, i.e., 
$>,&l - p)/p(l - 4). Since $61, 4<p. 
When 4 = r, 
$ = 4(1 -PI 
PC1 - 4)’ (5) 
and the innovation representation simplifies to a single GT( p, p) r.v. Then the resulting 
process is of particular interest, with P{p*Zn-rX,_, =0} = (p+4q)/(p+pq), so that 
the mass at the origin is inflated by a factor of l/(p+pq), 
x * ( P + @I P + @I + (1 - $) p + &&I + pz2 - PW2) p + q(z1 + P2 - PlZ2) ) ’ (6) 
and CO~~(~I,X~)=(P-~)I(~-~). 
Realizations of GTAR( 1) consist of sequences of randomly decreasing values fol- 
lowed by positive jumps, as for the GAR( 1) process, and also feature runs of zeros 
which are initiated when both the thinning of In-&-t and & equal zero. The dis- 
tribution of the number of zeros in such a run is l+ a geometric T.v., since runs are 
terminated only when some <,, > 0. 
3. Discrete minification processes 
3.1. The general case 
The geometric tailed distribution is marginal to the stationary discrete minification 
process of Littlejohn (1992a), but adaptations are necessary to that definition to con- 
struct the time reversed process to GTAR( 1). Our zero adapted discrete minification 
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process is defined in terms of p\l, an operation on discrete r.v.‘s which is the left 
inverse of the zero enhanced thinning used at (3). This will differ from the “self- 
recomposition” or “thickening” operation of Littlejohn (1992a) only insofar as it will 
further distribute mass away from zero, and so may be referred to as “zero reduced 
thickening”. 
In general the zero adapted discrete minification process { Yn} is given by 
Y, = P\cmin(Y,-i,rl,), 0 < P < 1, (7) 
where {Q,} is a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with r~,, independent of Y,_t. The definition 
proceeds in two steps. Firstly, we note that the 9 may be chosen so that min(Y, y) 
is equal in distribution to zero enhanced thinning (p * ZY), which for n = 1,2,. . is 
achieved when 
P{~~n}=P{p*zY~n}/P{Y~n} 
= (I _ ,)c,“_,rc;‘,(~)(l - P)"-kPklPm 
c,"=, Pm ’ 
with pm = P{ Y = m}, so that 
P{r = 0) = 1 - (1 - $)(l - GY(P))/(~ - GY(~)). 
This may be compared with Eq. (7) of Littlejohn (1992a). The survivor function is 
well-defined if and only if 
for all 12 = O,l,..., with strict inequality for some 12, where A,(n) = P{N=n}/P{N > 
n} is the hazard function for N. The same condition was obtained by Littlejohn (1992a) 
for ordinary discrete minification processes, and further discussion is given in Lewis 
and McKenzie (1991). 
Secondly, we define the distribution of p\, to be the conditional distribution of Y 
given p * IY, suppressing in our notation the dependence of p\~ on Y. Using Bayes’ 
Theorem we find that 
P{p\lZ = n[Z = m} = P{ Y = nip * ZY = m} 
P{p * IY = mlY = n}p, 
= C,“=, P{p * IY = m/Y = k}pk 
(nm)(l - P)“Pn 
= C,“_,(k,)(l - P)kPk’ 
for m = 1,2,. . , and n = m,. . . , while 
P{p\,Z = n/Z = O} = ($+(I -$)(I -P)“)Pn 
IcI+(1 -Kc,“=,<1 -P)kPk’ 
Note that the distribution of p\~ differs from that of p\ (Eq. 
only at zero. 
(9) of Littlejohn (1992a)) 
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With these definitions it can be seen that (7) defines a stationary process, since, 
letting 2 = min( Y,_r, )I~), 
P{Yn = i} =P{p\ I min(Y,-l,v,) = i> 
= &p\z = ilZ = j}P{Z = j) 
.j=O 
i -4 0 ) (l-p)‘pi I[ 3o j=O C~jCf)(’ - PFPk c( > 7 (1 - PYYh4n m=j 1 i =u > !i (1 - p)‘-Q& = pi. 
j=O 
Thus successive operations of zero enhanced minification and zero reduced thickening 
return us to our original T.v., i.e., the latter is the left inverse of the former. 
The bivariate probability distribution of contiguous observations is given by 
P{Y, =il,Y2 =i2}=Ic/P{Y2 =i2}P{Y, =illrnin(Yr,~)=O} 
min(i,.i*) 
f(1 - $) c (F) (1 - p)+j&J{Y, = iz} 
j=O 
x ~{(YI -y/2)+ = h -jlmin(Yl,q2) =j>, (8) 
which may be compared with Eq. (10) of Littlejohn (1992a). There is no simple 
expression for the bivariate alternate p.g.f. 
The way in which (7) generalizes the discrete minification process of Littlejohn 
(1992a) could alternatively be expressed in terms of the original p\ operation and the 
J operation described by Littlejohn (1992b) and used by Littlejohn (1994) to generalize 
the definition of continuous minification processes to accommodate mass at the origin. 
3.2. The geometric tailed min$cation process 
When the marginal distribution of (7) is GT(p, #), we refer to the process as the 
geometric tailed minification process GTMP( 1). Then 
and for i = 1,2, . . . . 
P{P\lZ = jlZ = i} = (/) (q( 1 - p))‘-‘(p + pq)i+‘, 
while 
P{p\1Z = jlZ = 0) = ($ + (1 - IcI)(l - Pmv =_ap + P4) 
P + P4(11/ + 4 - $4) 
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When $ is given by (5) the bivariate alternate p.g.f. of contiguous observations sim- 
plifies to 
4(1 -p)p+4qz2 
x P(l-4) pfqz2 ( P - 4 p + 4q(zz + pz1 - pz,zz) + P(1 - 4) p + q(z2 + QZI - pz,z2) > . 
(10) 
4. A time-reversibility theorem 
Theorem 1. The autoregression {Xn} at (3) und the minijication process {Y,,} at (7) 
with discrete tailed common marginal distribution are mutually time reversed if and 
only if their marginal distribution is GT(p, 4) such that (5) holds. 
Proof. That GTAR( 1) and GTMP( 1) are mutually time reversed when $ = 4( 1 - 
p)/p( 1 - 4) follows from substituting (5) into (6) and noting from (10) that 
GY,,x,(zI,z~) = GY,,Y~(z~>zI). 
To prove the converse we equate P{Xr = il ,X2 = i2) from (4) and P{ Yt = i2, Y2 = 
il} from (8), to obtain 
min(il,i:) 
$P{Y2 =h>P{t2 = i2}+(1 -$I C 4il,_W{52 =i2 -j> 
j=O 
= $P{Y2 = il}P{t2 = i2Imin(Yl,q2) = 0} 
min(il ,iz) 
+(I -$> C k.(il,.W{(h -v2)+ = i2 -jlmin(Y1,q2)=j}, (11) 
j=O 
where ti(i],j) = (y) (1 - p)‘l-‘pi { J P Y = il}. Letting il = 0, it follows that P{( YI - 
t/z)+ = iZImin(Yr,q2) = 0} = P{& = i2) for 52 = O,l, . . . . so that the first summands 
of both sides of (11) are equal. Therefore the second summands are also equal, so 
from Theorem 1 of Littlejohn ( 1992a) it follows that min( Yt , ~2 ) and (Y, - 172)+ are 
independent. Therefore we may apply Daley’s (1996) theorem to CT = Y,_r, V = qn. 
We substitute in (2) rc = q, CI = (1 - $)q, and from the distribution of q at (9) 
0 = p/( p + pq) and p = (1 - $)p/(p + pq), which gives (5) as required. 0 
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